
 
 
Audiences 
SIC GROWS IN SEPTEMBER AND LEADS FOR 44 MONTHS  
 
- SIC has been leading for 44 months and in the year-to-date 2022 leads with 
16.9% share; 
- SIC was the channel that grew the most in September, to 16.3% share, and 
increased the distance to TVI to 1.4 p.p. and to RTP1 (+6.3 p.p.);   
- Jornal da Noite was the most watched daily program on Portuguese 
television in September; 
- All of Jornal da Noite's rubrics, such as Polígrafo, Guerra Fria or Opinião de 
Luís Marques Mendes lead, as does Primeiro Jornal; 
- Sangue Oculto grows SIC's lead in prime time; 
- The return of Ricardo Araújo Pereira, with the program Isto é Gozar Com 
Quem Trabalha, ended the month leading the Sunday prime time; 
- Terra Nossa, with César Mourão, was the leader in September in the Saturday 
prime time; 
- Casa Feliz led the September mornings; 
- SIC ends the month of September leading in every day of the week; 
- SIC's leadership was transversal to all time periods of the day, leading in 
September in the morning, afternoon, prime time, and late night; 
- SIC's leadership extended once again to the commercial targets - A/B C D 
15/54 and A/B C D 25/54; 
- In September, SIC Notícias ended the month with a 2.2% share, up 0.2 p.p. in 
comparison to the same month in 2021. 
 
IMPRESA's station ended September leading with 16.3% share against TVI's 14.9% 
share and RTP1's 10.0% share, being the channel that rose the most compared to 
August (+ 1.2 p.p.). 
SIC has led for 44 consecutive months and leads in 2022 with 16.9% share against 
TVI's 15.8% share and RTP1's 10.6% share. 
 
In September, Jornal da Noite was the most watched daily program on Portuguese 
television and ended up leading the generalist channels. 
For the good performance of Jornal da Noite contributed the leadership of the 
existing rubrics throughout the week, such as Polígrafo SIC, Guerra Fria, Opinião de 
Luís Marques Mendes, or Grande Reportagem.  
Primeiro Jornal, once again, ended the month systematically leading from Monday 
to Sunday. 



 
In prime time (between 8 pm and midnight), SIC ended September leading with a 
19.0% share and was the channel that rose the most in comparison to August (+ 1.3 
p.p.); the premiere of the new prime time soap opera Sangue Oculto and the return 
of Quem Quer Namorar com o Agricultor to the Sunday prime time contributed to 
this. Still in prime time, special mention to the return of Ricardo Araújo Pereira, with 
the program Isto é Gozar Com Quem Trabalha, which ended the month leading in 
Sunday's prime time, and to César Mourão's Terra Nossa that led Saturday's prime 
time. On weekdays, the soap operas Por Ti, Um Lugar ao Sol and Pantanal also 
ended the month leading. 
 
 
SIC leads in the morning and afternoon 
 
In the morning slot (between 8 am and 2 pm), SIC ended the month of September 
leading with a 17.3% share. In the afternoon slot (between 2pm and 8pm), SIC also 
ended the month of September leading with a 15.3% share.  
Casa Feliz was the leader in its segment with 17.4% share against TVI's 17.1% in 
the same time slot and RTP1's 10.6%. 
 
SIC Theme Channels 
  
In September, SIC Notícias ended the month with a 2.2% share, up 0.2 p.p. in 
comparison to the same month in 2021. 
SIC's thematic channels (SIC Notícias, SIC Mulher, SIC Radical, SIC Caras and SIC 
K) ended the month of September with a 3.7% share, up 0.3 p.p. from September 
2021. 
 


